
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Product Name SKU QTY 

STEP 1: Headsets 

CSB-900MAX Kit*:  Setcom LiberatorMAX Wireless 
Radio-Transmit Headset with unterminated charging 
cable and hanger hook 

xxxx   

[Price] each 

CSB-901MAX-Kit*:  Setcom LiberatorMAX Wireless 
Intercom-Only Headset with unterminated charging 
cable and hanger hook 

xxxx   

[Price] each 

Setcom® LiberatorMAX
™

 

Wireless Apparatus Intercom System 

LiberatorMAX is the most advanced wireless headset 
communications system for fire apparatus.   

 1,500 feet of range 

 Up to seven headsets per channel 

 Eight talk group channels 

 Option to connect mobile and/or portable radio 

 Applications Include: brush truck, engine, ladder, 
ambulance, pump operator, search and rescue 

 
 
LiberatorMAX offers the option to use the headsets stand-
alone for intercom purposes or add radio integration: 

 Full-duplex intercom capabilities are available within 

the headsets, no base station required. 

 Instantly connect to a portable radio with a portable 

radio accessory cable. 

 One base station wirelessly connects up to seven 

headsets for both intercom and radio-transmit 

capabilities when mobile radio integration is needed. 

. 

Ordering is Simple: 
Step #1: Choose quantity of headsets (Each 

headset includes a wall charger, power cable and 

hanger hook) 

 

Step #2 (If mobile radio integration is 

needed):  Choose one master station and the 

appropriate radio cable  

 

Step #3 (If portable radio integration is 

needed): Choose the appropriate portable 

radio adapter cable 

 



STEP 2: Master Station and Radio Cable (if needed) 

Master Station     

MS-900MAX: LiberatorMAX Master Station (For when 
mobile radio integration is needed) 

xxxx 1 

[Price] each 

Radio Cable      

RC-18MU4K:  xxxx   

Mobile Radio Cable for Motorola APX/XTL Series 
 

[Price] each 

RC-18GTE:  xxxx   

Mobile Radio Cable for Harris XG Series 

[Price] each 

RCB-18KW:  xxxx   

Mobile Radio Cable for Kenwood NX Series 

[Price] each 

STEP 3: Portable Radio Adapter Cable (if needed) 

PRAC_WMZ4 xxxx   

Portable Radio Adapter Cable for Motorola APX and 
XPR Turbo Portable Radio 

[Price] each 

PRAC-WMZ5 xxxx   

Portable Radio Adapter Cable for Motorola XPR3000, 
XPR3000e, XPR3500, and XPR3500e Portable Radios 

[Price] each 

PRAC_WKP xxxx   

Portable Radio Adapter Cable for Kenwood TK-
280/290, NX200/300 Portable Radios 

[Price] each 

* A maximum of seven wireless headsets can be connected to one base station. 

 

 


